IX. World Championship National Teams 2021
Section Ninepin Bowling Classic in the WNBA
23 to 30th October 2021 in Tarnowo Podgorne (POL)
rd

Information for the competition
-

Submission of documents: Nations must submit the following documents to the referee no later
than 90 minutes before the first match: player’s cards and a signed conditions of participation
form (which also confirms the validity of the medical examination). Documents are submitted for
women and men together. The documents remain with the Chief Referee until the end of the
competition. (It is not necessary to submit photos of jerseys, but all players in the match must
have the same sportswear of their nation).

-

Getting the forms: after submitting the documents nations will receive team entry forms and
individual player sheets for all group matches (for women and men). Teams will receive
substitution cards (E1 + E2) and they have to be returned at the end of the competition when
taking over the submitted documentation.
For the quarterfinals, semifinals, matches for 3rd place and finals you will receive the forms no
later than 1 hour before the match (it will be possible to taking 20 minutes after the match
participants are known), and when taking the form you are obliged to pay the registration fee.

-

Player sheets (Info): Please fill in all relevant information: name and surname of the player, NBC
ID number, name, and surname of the coach and his NBC ID number. After game finishing, the
player's signature.

-

Submission of the list for playing: according to point 8.3.2.2.1 under a) ISO - The submission of
players list for both teams for the match must be done 45 minutes before the start of the match.
Positions 1-6 on the application are also the order of playing of both teams.
The entire team must introduce itself to the referees in playing equipment no later than 30 minutes
before the official start of the match. If any player is not present, he loses the right to play.

-

Substitution info: According to point 8.5.1 under c) ISO. By handing over the substitution card to
the referee, the substitution is announced and it is carried out immediately. A maximum of 2
substitutions per game is allowed, any change in positions 1-6 is considered a substitution
regardless of when it is made. Substitutions do not have to be in the order in which they are
registered (numbers 7-10) but any player in position 7, 8, 9 or 10 can enter as a substitute.

-

Playing equipment: The provisions of the regulations (point 7.5 of ISO) applies to the playing
equipment of individual players. Teams must have national emblem and / or the emblem of the
association on the front side of the players shirt and the name of the nation on the back of the
players shirt.
Wearing the same color shorts and / or cycling pants, as well as shorts or skirts is considered a
unique toy outfit. Visible underwear and / or protruding underwear, as well as functional
underwear, must be the same color as the players clothes covering individual underwear
(underwear of the same color as the trousers, undershirt same color as the T-shirt).

-

Notes for Coach: For offenses, indiscipline and violation of fair-play, a warning by the SpO. They
take their place from the start of warm-up.

-

Presentation of players on the lanes: 10 minutes before start of the match the whole team goes
together with the referees to the presentation and greeting.
• for matches played on tracks 1-4, the “home” team is on lane 2 and the “guest” team is on
lane 3
• for matches played on tracks 5-8, the "home" team is on lane 6, and the "guest" team is on
lane 7
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-

Players entry and announcement of results: entry accompanied by a referee, each player goes
to his starting lane, at the referee's signal the time starts, the warm-up begins. During the warmup, individual players will be introduced. After the end of the match, the players on the referee's
command go to the top of players space and the results are announced.

-

Starting the match, stopping and changing lanes: always at the referee's signal, time starts at the
referee's signal.

-

Cleaning playing space: The coach cleans the playing space

-

Warm-up: 5 min

-

Photographing and recording: it is possible to take pictures and record players from the lane area
during the warm-up. The last two minutes of warm-up this is no longer allowed.

-

Interruption of the lanes: Time stops for lanes: left and right only 2 adjacent lanes, the remaining
lanes plays on
Additional information
-

All nations with the player's cards must submit to the referee a completed and signed conditions
of participation form for all participants in the competition (delegation and players). You can find
the form on the website https://www.wnba-nbc.com/forms (Form - Conditions of participation),
on the same page you can also find the text " Conditions of Participation" which you sign in the
form.

-

Nations that have advertisements on the jersey must send a request for approval of the
advertisement to the WNBA. You can find the advertising form at: https://www.wnbanbc.com/forms (Application Approval of Advertising) and send it to the following e-mail
addresses: president.wnba@fiq-wnba.com and office.wnba@fiq-wnba.com. The WNBA will
send you an invoice and approval for advertising.

-

Players or members of the delegation who do not have a signed Anti-Doping agreement can not
participate in the competition. The published list of players includes a list of those who did not
submit signed Anti-Doping agreement.

Director of sport and / or the host and / or Chief referee may give some additional instructions for the
competition before the start of the competition and will provide them to you together with the
accreditation.

Chief referee

Director of sport

Mitja Hudovernik

Zoran Jagić
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